Inter Integrated WSN for Crude Oil Pipeline Monitoring
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Abstract—An inter-integrated system for crude oil pipeline using Wireless Sensor Network is designed for an incessant monitoring and communication in the desert for a span of 1350 Km from pumping station to harbor stockpiling tanks with 135 distributed control system stations. The proposed wireless sensor network equipment is used to scan the sensor status installed in the pipeline and send the required information utilizing dedicated low bandwidth with Quality of Service level three secured Message Queuing Telemetry Transport. This system generates energy on its own by using the solar panel and stores it in battery banks. Low power controller with Wi-Fi developed by Texas Instruments has been utilized to design a working prototype.

Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Wi-Fi CC3100, Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), Quality of Service (QoS), Monitoring and Communication Unit (MCU).

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent innovations on Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) for automation purposes, which covers wide zone like water, fuel, gas etc., is playing its own role. A minor variation or human error can lead to major uncontrollable damages or even loss of ecological life.

The complex network will lead to clogging in network traffic and also consumes huge bandwidth to transfer the data which leads to more equipment, power consumption, and multiple repeaters. This network uses a dedicated server, which on lack of performance leads to loss of data or delay in communication due to numerous hubs imparting at once [1].

Monitoring and processing data in real time with each node is considered as critical part due to highly combustible material passing through the pipeline, any fiasco can occur at any time which the dedicated personnel is not aware what is happening, which leads the disaster to go out of control causing huge damages and it will take number of days to repair it and bring the system to normal. The early revelation of a discharge or intrusion together with the correct Identification (ID) of the range licenses time for either safe shutdown or speedy dispatch of assessment and cleanup groups. From now on, the steady proactive watching system for the crude oil pipeline is essential. In any case, a course of action, watching, and support of them should remain fiscally sharp, flexible, and easily versatile.

The current system running on optical fiber communication (OFC) and wired link to exchange data amongst stations is not reliable and cost-effective in the present situation. Therefore, it is inquisitive to build up a hub which must generate energy on its own and should exchange information through a secure remote system with low bandwidth, without human interference and must carry out the work which current system is doing. This is done by developing a system which gets power from solar panel and stores that same energy into battery banks. Stored power will be used by the controller to monitor fire, temperature, fluid levels and smoke, and transmit the same data using Wi-Fi with Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) architecture specially designed for low bandwidth communication.

The basic block consists of a control unit, sensory, communication, power generation and conversion for flexible and incessant operation. An expected outcome of this design will use dedicated node for each station with a secured Internet Protocol (IP) and Quality of Service (QoS) level three secured MQTT with fixed sensors and dedicated low power controller with an energy harvester will be interfaced and specific firmware using Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) will be developed to carry out the tasks.
II. RELATED WORK

Communication is a critical segment in automation. Whenever the process gets started, the consistent pressure will be created on the hub. Due to this there will be lagging of information that needs to be exchanged between the nodes. Another critical segment is providing a constant power to the system for continuous operation. Therefore an exhaustive literature survey has been done to review various communication technologies and protocols for fool-proof communication and monitoring with adequate energy supply by harvesting renewable energy.

A. Communication Technology

This survey gives a detailed study of various technologies used for communication.

ZigBee

In this paper [2], CC2420 ZigBee is used with protocol stack to check oil pipeline negative pressure roughly of 1000 m/s–1200 m/s. When a spill occurs, this system detects negative pressure wave signal. Topology in this application has a full-function device with a ring. Each node will coordinate with another concurrent node which is called as a sink node. The sink node will play very important role as it is responsible for real-time data display and coordinating other control signals [3]. If sink node fails there will be a chance so that the data will be lost everlasting with no probability of recuperation, which makes this technology a limited version due to the lagging of information during the failure in communication and makes hard to detect any variations.

Firmware design of this work is divided into embedded system and z-stack [4, 5]. This protocol allows only one master and multiple slaves by using physical addressing technique and private area network ID which causes all the slaves to remain as slaves which is the significant restriction by this protocol.

Bluetooth Framework

Bluetooth is intended for wireless protected access networks [6]. Standard device is capable of operating at a greater distance ~10 meters. It normally utilizes short-range radio links at 2.4 GHz using industrial scientific and medical (ISM) band for wireless local area network. Commonly used communication technique is by using spread spectrum hopping frequency on Bluetooth which occupies 1 MHz center frequency and hops over 79 center frequencies which means it actually occupies 79 MHz and only suitable for small peer-to-peer network operating in either master or slave mode as it is hardwired [7]. The significant constraint of this system is that it consumes more power for a shorter distance which is inappropriate for WSN and it uses Bluetooth stack or Bluetooth radio. It is more suitable for higher end sensor application, voice application, small size etc., and it is not suitable for low data rate multi-topology or low power application.

Acoustic Monitoring System

This system detects or monitors pipeline by detecting the impact or any intrusions occurred possibly. It is being used since 1990 and has its own advantage as the auxiliary sensor will be deployed every 10 miles. This system is passive in nature, so more sophisticated filter is needed for the perfect process of the information. This will lead to reduced sensitivity and it is the drawback of the system [8].

Fiber Optics

Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (OTDR) detects variation in transmitted light and it is also called as OFC. This system overcomes the limitation of previous technique as it can detect generated vibration pressures or harmful encroachment in real time. As the name indicates, it can be laid for long range but requires continuous repeaters and sophisticated instrument to process the signal. One major drawback is if optical fiber cable is cut in between, then it must be repaired, or else no signal transmission or reception will occur. Also due to severe heat, there will be a lag in transmission [9].

Satellite Monitoring

This involves commercial satellites to get images of the pipeline. As this technology is much advanced it needs separate parabolic dish antenna to uplink and downlink with transponders working on microwave signal or it can use radio detection and ranging satellite images via Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) to recognize any calamity or harmful object near the pipeline. The main advantage of this technique is that it can cover a vast area in a speedy way with increased efficiency. Limitation of this technique is that it cannot be done in real time. If dark clouds are floating in that area, it will be difficult to map or obtain any pictures related to the pipeline. Data uplink and downlink technique used for real-time monitoring causes a delay in processing, consumes more power and requires a large area to install the equipment [10].

Following are the drawbacks of the existing technologies used for communication which the authors have learned through a literature survey.

- ZigBee – Loss of communication due to node failure and also not so secured than a typical 802.11 wireless network.
- Bluetooth – Not suitable for long distance, low data rate, and low power applications.
- Acoustic Monitoring System – Not suitable for the process which demands high sensitivity.
- Fiber Optics – Trip of communication due to physical tamper and requires continuous repeaters.
- Satellite Monitoring – not suitable for real-time and low power applications.

Therefore, a low power Wi-Fi CC3100 which is based on 802.11 b/g/n radio with Media Access Control (MAC) is used in the proposed work. It also features 256-bit
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with the powerful crypto engine for secured connection based on Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certified links.

B. Protocols

This survey gives the brief study of various protocols and stack used for communication [11-13].

Coverage Configuration Protocol (CCP)

This is intended to aim multiple degrees or wide degrees in coverage and maintain communication connectivity for required time [14]. If the desired range is less than sensing range, integrating switch port analyzer (SPAN) with CCP is recommended to provide required coverage for continuous communication of sensed information. The benefit of this system is that it can configure specific degree of network coverage requested by an application.

Optimal Geographical Density Control (OGDC)

This system is distributed fully with an algorithm to do a local search to send data. If communication range is less than its coverage range then data must be transmitted in a convex area to do complete coverage among the connected working nodes which are set to optimality condition under an active subgroup of sensor nodes so that it can access large coverage area and a dedicated algorithm can guarantee these conditions [15]. When high traffic is running on the network by knowing its own position by the nodes in the network, OGDC nodes require location information precisely with synchronized time. The major limitation of this protocol is active nodes never go back to sleep which leads to difficulty in balancing the energy consumed by the nodes.

Probing Environment and Adaptive Sleeping (PEAS)

This system consists of two algorithms:

(1) In this method, an active sensor must take the decision of its own to change its function mode from sleep to wake up and vice-versa.

(2) This logic decides a dynamic sleeping time adjustment which ensures an average time for sleeping and periodically waking up the nodes when needed [16].

In this technique, nodes will become active when it needs to broadcast or to process a message over a certain range to replace the failed active nodes. Limitation of this system is during Save our Ship (SoS) if a node is in sleep mode then sensor needs to wait until that node wakes up to transmit the data, and it cannot assure complete coverage because probing range coverage will overlap on different levels to achieve coverage.

Adaptive Self-Configuring Sensor Network Topologies (ASCENT)

Sensor network which has high density in topology is used to do measurement locally and can connect with the network automatically [17]. The objective is to regularize the ratio for delivering the data, thereby providing an option for other sensors like redundant to conserve energy by staying in a sleep mode. By doing this necessary network configuration right level connectivity can be achieved. Data delivery cannot be obstructed for low or for the high rate to do the communication. This may interfere with supporting nodes. If it happens there will be a huge collision. This protocol is similar to PEAS in several ways.

(1) Actualization of local information can be acquainted by the nodes.

(2) No need of intermittent message overhead to detect neighbors.

(3) Active nodes will try to maintain a good communication with the neighbor node to keep track of the information.

(4) Less efficient in energy consumption due to never sleeping nodes.

Following are the limitations of the above described protocols and stack used for communication which the authors have learned through a literature survey.

- Complete coverage is not assured.
- Difficulty in balancing the energy consumed by the nodes.

Here the aim is to have a protocol which must consume minimal energy and must use bandwidth in an efficient way. Hence MQTT protocol is chosen for this design because of its low overhead, two-byte header for slower network bandwidth application. It maintains constant connection using low bandwidth with QoS level three.

C. Energy Harvesting

This survey briefs about various techniques used to harvest renewable energy efficiently.

Wind

Distributed sensing in WSN needs more energy for continuous operation. However, this is a critical deployment in battery powered WSN system [18]. One way of generating energy with a potential solution to extend the lifetime of a system is by using wind as an energy source contingent on weather forecast which improvises the prediction on wind condition in near future [19]. The issue concerned with the wind is its behaviour which is unpredictable and irregular. This will lead to the slower charging of battery banks and this system needs more backup battery bank in case of charging failure. For continuous operation, sufficient power is needed for WSNs because of critical issues on sensor status as it cannot be compromised for QoS.

Fuel Cell

A fuel cell is an emerging novel technology for zero emission bio-energy that needs hydrogen, oxygen, clean water and another source to generate the power for
existing electrolysis operation which is an impediment [20]. To overcome this, micro-bio fuel cell (MFC) can be used to harvest energy which consists of bioreactor that transforms stored energy in bonds of chemicals of compounded organic into usable electrical energy [21-26]. It is called as a clean renewable source. This process is done by placing catalytic reactions of micro-organism under the condition of anaerobic and it is named as two chamber cathode and anode equipped each one with electrode composes an MFC reactor.

After doing a survey on renewable energy harvesting, the authors learned that it is difficult to harvest energy efficiently in the desert by using wind or fuel cell. Therefore, solar power is used to harvest energy in this proposed work.

III. MOTIVATION

With the knowledge gained from a literature survey and having understood the drawbacks of the existing systems, the authors thought of developing a node based system with the following features.

- Detection of leakage and identification of any threat in real-time.
- It must generate energy on its own and should exchange information through a secure remote system with low bandwidth, without human interference.
- Fiscally sharp, flexible, and easily versatile.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Existing structure running on OFC and wired link to exchange data amongst stations and field engineers have its own specific limitation, for instance, steady upkeep, transportation, and dedicated personnel which costs more to oil organization. An incessant crude oil pipeline monitoring and communication in the desert for a span of 1350 Km from pumping station to harbor stockpiling tanks with 135 Distributed Control System (DCS) station requires more qualified engineers for manual operation, constant power supply, and continuous communication to update the sensor data. Node based data exchanging for remote operation on WSN using solar power is proposed as a solution to this problem.

V. OBJECTIVES

The proposed work is based on the prototyping of nodes to monitor and relay Save our Ship (SoS) messages and a general log of sensors. Here the main objective is to build up a hub which must generate the energy on its own and should exchange the required information utilizing dedicated low bandwidth with QoS secure protocol. The following are the goals of the proposed work.

- To design prototype of Monitoring and Communication Unit (MCU) with dedicated apparatus to monitor sensor status installed in the pipeline.
  - To provide the gateway on MQTT using QoS for a secured link communication using reserved IP.
  - To create an android app to access the log as well as to get the messages regarding the status of sensors.
  - To design a Dc-Dc converter for the efficient use of harvested energy.

VI. SYSTEM METHODOLOGY

The complete block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1, which has four sensors interfaced to the processor. Various operations are handled by Mixed Signal Processor (MSP430F5529). Texas Instruments real-time operating system with task including communication is loaded into System-On-Chip (SOC) for continuous monitoring of various sensors and also for proper scheduling of tasks. Wi-Fi module is interfaced with MSP using serial peripheral interface (SPI) which connects to Amazon Web Server (AWS) using reserved IP and a gateway port for the purpose of publishing messages to respective topics. Subscription to the corresponding topic published by the user using Wi-Fi must be done to receive the message. Access between AWS client and host is done using light-weight MQTT protocol.

Fig. 1. System Block Diagram of Monitoring and Communication Unit (MCU)

Mono-crystalline photovoltaic (PV) rated at 6 V, 600 mA is used to generate power by converting light into electricity. The Output of the panel varies depending on light intensity. Low intensity causes lag in charging of the battery. To overcome this issue Dc-Dc converter is used which boosts the voltage obtained from panel to a suitable level for charging. The sealed lead-acid battery is used to provide persistent power to the node for its operation.

This system works at low power 3.3 V at 300 mA, but the output of the battery bank is about 5 V. To reduce this
voltage to 3.3 V LM1117 low dropout voltage regulator is used.

Liquid crystal display provides visible information of temperature in degree centigrade, fluid levels, fire, and smoke sensor status.

To alert nearby engineers in case of any SoS, audible information is generated by piezoelectric buzzer operating at 3 kHz.

Block diagram of node connection to the network with client interface is shown in Fig. 2. This block is divided into two segments. Segment one is a node, segment two is cloud with MQTT broker and user end application. The node will access to MQTT broker by connecting to master which must have internet access. Node connects to this modern by using join network command with a Service Set Identifier (SSID) and a password which is a 128-bit encryption. As soon as a node is connected to master, broker automatically connects to AWS and then starts publishing or subscribing the messages with the topic. MQTT is connected to both node and user. The user can access the information by running the mobile app which is developed using the android studio. When the app is executed with data link ON, the port will be automatically forwarded to AWS server where processed information from node and client will be stored.

Broker structure shown in Fig. 3 describes the MQTT message handling which incorporates publisher, subscriber and a broker. The key components of the broker are light-weight message queuing and transport protocol, which is used to publish the series of messages to the cloud. The events or messages are of the asynchronous communication model. This protocol is chosen for this design because of its low overhead, two-byte header for slower network bandwidth application. Publishing and subscribing topic for the corresponding messages via link broker through AWS can be handled in an easy way.

A. LM2577 Dc-Dc Converter

Fig. 4 shows the circuit with required components to boost incoming voltage from 5–6.6 V from the solar panel to 7 V to charge the battery. The switching frequency is 52 kHz.

![Fig.4. Circuit of Dc-Dc Converter](image)

Design:

\[ V_{IN(min)} = 5V, V_{OUT} = 7V, \text{Maximum output load current} \]

\[ I_{L(max)} = 1A, V_F = 0.5V, C_{IN} = 100\mu F \]

(1) Selection of inductor

The maximum duty cycle of switch is

\[ D_{(max)} = \frac{V_{OUT} + V_F - V_{IN(min)}}{V_{OUT} + V_F - 0.6V}. \]  

\[ 0.362 \leq D_{(max)} \leq 0.63. \]

The product of volts x time that charges the inductor is

\[ E \times T = \frac{D_{(max)} \times (V_{IN(min)} - 0.6V) \times 10^6}{52kHz} \]

\[ E \times T = 30.63V \mu s. \]

Average current of the inductor under full load is

\[ I_{IND,DC} = \frac{1.05 \times I_L(max)}{1 - D_{(max)}}. \]

\[ I_{IND,DC} = 1.645A. \]

Therefore, \( L = 68\mu H \) which is obtained from the inductor selection graph of LM2577-ADJ based on the values of \( E \times T \) and \( I_{IND,DC} \).

(2) Selection of \( R_C, C_C \) (compensation network) and \( C_{out} \) (output capacitor)
Selection of output voltage (R1 and R2)

\[ V_{\text{OUT}} = 1.23V \left( 1 + \frac{R_1}{R_2} \right). \]  

\[ \frac{R_1}{R_2} = \frac{V_{\text{OUT}}}{1.23V} - 1. \]

\[ \frac{R_1}{R_2} = \frac{7V}{1.23V} - 1 = 4.69. \]

If R2 = 1.5kΩ, then

\[ R_1 = 4.69 \times R_2 = 4.69 \times 1.5kΩ = 7.03kΩ. \]

VII. ALGORITHM

A succession of occasions in a solitary system is known as a link which includes local Wi-Fi, sensor node, master node, internet connection, and users. At first, the sensor node is connected to master node to ensure linked communication is successful which is done by using MQTT protocol. After this, sensor node will start acquisition process. The acquired data will be sent to master node, where it is forwarded to cloud, so that it can be accessed by authorized persons.

Every time data is published to cloud by node and subscription to the corresponding command by the node will be allowed to pass only through QoS. A dedicated port with an IP is been used with node acknowledgement which allows continuous hassle-free communication using 1 kb bandwidth.

Nodes will send and receive data as a message and respond only when needed makes lower power consumption and allows other nodes to use the channel when it is free. The main advantage of using this technique is a distinctive topic for subscribed and published messages which will be done by the allotted nodes helps in avoiding the collision caused due to over traffic.

The following steps describe the work flow of the proposed design.

Step 1: Initialize the mobile app for user communication.

Step 2: Configure SPI and Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), enable interrupts, and authenticate host network.

Step 3: Start MQTT process with a reserved IP and dedicated port for communication.

Step 4: Convert analog data of solar panel and battery into digital format with the help of ADC for the monitoring purpose.

Step 5: Send a message to the user if there is any variation in the threshold voltage.

Step 6: Publish SoS message to the user if the flow level is low or if a fire is detected in DCS station.

Step 7: Send an informative message to the user for normal flow.

Step 8: Publish SoS message to the user if the temperature exceeds the set threshold in the system.

Step 9: Send SoS message to the user if smoke is detected and ppm exceeds the set threshold in the system.

VIII. FLOW CHART

The proposed work is implemented by a group of seven tasks namely initialization, solar and battery voltage monitoring, fire and level sensor, temperature sensor, smoke sensor, MQTT broker, and sleep and wakeup. A real-time operating system with task including communication is loaded into SOC for continuous monitoring of various sensors and also for proper scheduling of tasks. The flowchart provides a graphical representation of WSN functional flow of firmware which is divided into two segments. First one is node segment, where all the sensors with Wi-Fi are interfaced, running on seven different tasks. The second segment is Graphical User Interface (GUI) running on android, used to provide visible information about the sensor status and SoS messages. The details of the function performed by each of these tasks are explained in the following sections with relevant flowcharts.

Task 1: Initialization

The flowchart of initialization task is shown in Fig. 5. This task is executed only once when the system is turned ON to configure SPI and ADC, enable interrupts, scanning SSID and validating the password of the host network. After completing this, MQTT process will be started using reserved IP with a dedicated port to do the
communication.

![Flowchart of Initialization Task](image1.png)

Fig. 5. Initialization Task

**Task 2: Solar and Battery Voltage Monitoring**

Fig. 6 shows the flowchart of solar and battery voltage monitoring process. It uses ADC channels 0 and 1 to read solar and battery voltage levels and converts it into digital. After this process, if there is any variation in the threshold voltage a message will be published to the user. If adequate sunlight is not available then sleep and wakeup strategy will be enabled. Both the operations of ADC are handled by interrupts.

![Flowchart of Solar and Battery Voltage Monitoring](image2.png)

Fig. 6. Solar and Battery Voltage Monitoring

**Task 3: Fire and Level Sensor**

This is a high priority task which cannot be neglected as it performs fire and level sensing. The flowchart for this task is shown in Fig. 7. Three digital I/O pins are
configured as input for level and one rising edge interrupt is used for fire detection. Four levels of fluid namely too-low, low, medium and full are identified to indicate the level status. SoS and normal messages will be published to the user depending on the sensor status.

**Task 4: Temperature Sensor**

The flowchart for this task is shown in Fig. 8. It holds second priority as a temperature sensor is connected. 1-Wire protocol with reserved command set is used to access the temperature reading. A Single connection is configured as bi-directional access where the controller can send required commands, and depending on the command received it will respond by using the same line. If the temperature exceeds the set threshold in the system, SoS message will be published to the user.

**Task 5: Smoke Sensor**

Fig. 9 gives the flowchart of smoke sensor task. GP2Y10 is used to detect visible smoke produced by burning of wires and other circuitries. ADC channel 2 is used for scanning the analog output provided by smoke. When no smoke is detected, the threshold will be minimal. When smoke is detected threshold will vary depending on intense, which causes alarm to rise and the message will be published to the user.
**Task 6: MQTT Broker**

The flowchart of this task is shown in Fig. 10. This task is enabled by the first task after successful connection to MQTT. Then MQTT stack will be initialized by using reserved IP. This task continuously SPAWN the subscribed thread by listening to AWS and whenever a topic related message is received, microcontroller process the message and reply by publishing a message to the corresponding topic.

![Fig.10. MQTT Broker](image)

**Task 7: Sleep and Wakeup**

Fig. 11 shows the flowchart of sleep and wakeup strategy. This task plays a very important role. It analyzes the solar input with respect to battery voltage to keep the system continuously in function by forcefully making a system to go into sleep or wakeup for the desired duration. By doing like this battery life can be extended and system throughput will also improve. If any SoS message is detected system automatically wakes up and publish the message to the user.

![Fig.11. Sleep and Wakeup](image)

**User App:**

This is a GUI which runs on android Operating System (OS) based on Linux kernel powered by JAVA. Fig. 12 shows the flowchart of user app which is intended to provide specific messages to the subscribed topic like II_FIRE, II_TEMP, II_SMOKE, II_SOLAR, II_BATTERY, II_LEVEL and II_ALERT. This app will be connected to AWS via 1883 gateway with an IP provided for function.

![Fig.12. User App](image)
IX. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the results of various sensors status are presented with the snapshots and graph. If there is any variation in the process, an alarm is generated and SoS message will be published to the user using node device developed for crude oil pipeline monitoring. The output of the PV module and the Dc-Dc converter are also provided with relevant graphs.

Fig. 13 shows the overall system with peripherals interfaced to carry out a specific operation. Automation is done to send and receive messages in the format of the topic with an android app developed for engineers to monitor the status of the station. This is done by automatically subscribing and publishing for the corresponding topics. This module is connected with energy harvester using mono-crystalline PV module with a Dc-Dc converter and dedicated power bank. Message queuing and telemetry transporting protocol is used between node and master.
Fig. 14 shows MQTT application called as engineer app that is installed in the smart phone where the user can view general status and warning SoS messages. This mobile app is developed using android studio which runs on android OS based on Linux kernel powered by JAVA.

When an app is executed with data link ON, the port will be automatically forwarded to AWS server where processed information from node and client will be stored. Fig. 15 shows the GUI app display indicating battery and PV module output voltages, alert message and all sensor outputs.

Fire sensor comes in various types. An optical detector is one of its types, which uses thermal infrared radiation generated by a blaze. In this prototype, the thermal infrared sensor can cover up to 180° with a radial distance up to 3 Ft. The output of the fire sensor is given to the microcontroller for further processing and communication. Fig. 16 gives SoS message generated when fire hazard is detected by fire sensor.

GP2Y10 is used to detect visible smoke produced by burning of wires and other circuitries. When no smoke is detected, the threshold will be minimal. When smoke is detected threshold will vary depending on intense, which causes alarm to rise and a message will be published to the user. Fig. 17 shows SoS message generated due to smoke caused by burning of wires or electronic circuitry.
The temperature sensor is inserted in the pipe to monitor the temperature status of the pipeline. Fig. 18 shows the alert message generated due to increase in temperature. There are two cases in which the temperature increases and exceeds the set threshold (40°C in this prototype) in the system. Firstly, when there is a fire in the pipeline. Secondly, when there is a decrease in the flow level and it reaches a too-low level.

Four conductive type liquid sensors are inserted in the pipe to indicate the fluid level status namely too-low, low, medium and full. One sensor is fitted at the bottom of the pipe which is called as a reference and other three level sensors are fitted above one by one with a distance of 1.5 cm each. The Decrease in flow causes an increase in internal temperature with respect to hazard levels as shown in Fig. 19.

Fig. 20 shows the output voltage from PV module recorded over a span of ten hours on a particular day with readings taken once in half an hour. The peak voltage obtained is 6.6 V and the minimum voltage is 5 V. The input voltage range of 5–6.6 V is adequate for charging of the battery.
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Fig. 20. Output Voltage of Solar Panel v/s Time of the Day

Fig. 21 shows output voltage (Vout) v/s input voltage (Vin), Vout v/s output current for Vin = 5 V and efficiency v/s output current graphs for the circuit of Dc-Dc converter. The output voltage of 6.95 V which is greater than the applied input voltage is obtained for both line and load regulation and 83.9% efficiency is achieved.

Fig. 21. Output Waveforms of Dc-Dc Converter

The proposed design has many advantages and some of them are Optimizing power management, No error due to human interference, Compatibility and remote management, Dual control makes scalability for customized control, Wi-Fi operation gives inter-user control for flexible operation, Easy to install, Centralized monitoring or personal view, and Continuous operation.

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Wired stations with OFC need more than three qualified personnel to assess the system and need to be present in the allotted DCS. Due to this oil Corporation is bearing the more financial burden. Multiple remote stations with existing framework does not have proper person to monitor and process. If a dedicated person is allotted, it is difficult to provide transportation in such harsh condition. In case of any emergency, the time taken by the team to reach the spot in this environmental condition will be delayed which will cause huge loss and company need to bear all the expense that are in-occurring repeatedly.

For this reason a node is designed so that any variations in the system is identified and will take necessary action to prevent any destruction. The main thing is WSN need to harvest energy of its own. In case of any failure in harvesting, system will operate by enabling its secured mode. It is called as sleep and wakeup strategy which plays a very important role in providing the power to the system for continuous operation. The second part is system sends information to the field engineers which provides the status of the station. The main purpose of using MQTT protocol is to maintain constant connection using low bandwidth with QoS level three. Because of this, it is a user-friendly monitoring and communication system for oil Corporation.

Table 1 represents the comparison of the proposed design with the OFC and ZigBee based designs by considering the various parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consideration</th>
<th>OFC based Design [6,9]</th>
<th>ZigBee based Design [2,6]</th>
<th>Proposed Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fool-Proof Communication</td>
<td>Trip of communication due to physical tamper</td>
<td>Loss of communication due to node failure</td>
<td>Auto change over to second node for continuous communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security in Communication</td>
<td>Not secured due to lack of QoS</td>
<td>Not so secured than a typical 802.11 wireless network</td>
<td>QoS based highly secured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol Stack</td>
<td>Depends on the routers</td>
<td>Reserved stack for communication</td>
<td>Stack can be modified and updated for secured communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>1 Mbps to 10 Gbps</td>
<td>250 kbps</td>
<td>1 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man Power</td>
<td>Minimal 2/station for one shift</td>
<td>1/station when needed</td>
<td>1/station when needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to Company</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Nominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply</td>
<td>Requires more power depending on repeaters and routers</td>
<td>Requires long battery life for continuous operation</td>
<td>Solar energy is used to charge the battery for continuous operation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the WSN system developed in the present prototype provides the enhanced features and the limitations are nullified with respect to earlier solutions that were available to transfer data between the master and node. There are multiple enhancements which have scope for improvement, some of the features such as:

- Hop based node-to-node communication.
- Ask and execute the algorithm.
• Alternate energy harvesting in case of solar failure.
• Self-diagnosing and information processing in case of any node failure.
• On-board log storage in case of communication failure.
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